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Look
The LADD Look provides a platform to share the voices
and creative spirit of LADD through the presentation of
stunning photos and artistic expression.
Our fifth issue, ROOTED IN RESILIENCE, differs
from past issues as we explore LADD’s story of resilience
45 years in the making – from our founding to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Although we generally spotlight
people we support, we have chosen our cover to honor
our staff and their tireless dedication to keeping our
community safe. The resilience of this organization would
not be possible without the strength of staff, families,
supporters, board members, and, most importantly,
individuals supported by LADD.

Mission Statement
Guided by the belief that every person has ability and value, we empower
adults with developmental disabilities to live, work, and connect.
EDITOR:
Whitney Siddiqi
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Susan Harris
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COVER PHOTO:
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PHOTOGRAPHY:
Woven Hearts Photography

For more information about LADD, contact
Whitney Siddiqi at wsiddiqi@laddinc.org

This July, we're celebrating the
30th anniversary of the American
with Disabilities Act — three
decades of progress in access
and inclusion. We can’t wait to
celebrate with you in person
when it's safe.

Thank you to all those who voted YES on Issue 7
to improve accessibility for all people
in Hamilton County!
Ashley Miller, Sheila Richardson, and Jenny Crowe at the 2017 Disability Pride March
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Cincinnati Enquirer article published in 1981.

45 YEARS OF REMARKABLE RESILIENCE
Overcoming obstacles is part of LADD’s DNA
The last time Sis Geier felt like she couldn’t be as
independent as her brothers was 45 years ago, right
before she moved into Find-A-Way Apartments at
LADD.

institutional living for adults with disabilities was
increasing. It seemed like that was the only option
for Sis and other adults with disabilities as they
planned for their future.

“Now I can take care of myself just as well as the
boys,” she said with pride.

“There were, at the time, state-operated…I’m
going to call them storage spaces for people with
disabilities,” said Bob Goering, a founding board
member. “They were very inadequate and it was
pretty much a death sentence to go to those places.”

But the journey from Sis’ mother, Peggy Geier,
co-founding LADD to Sis living her dream of
independence was not without its challenges.
In fact, much of LADD’s history, purpose and future
is rooted in resilience. The resilience of adults with
developmental disabilities, their families, LADD
staff and our supporters. The challenges we face
today in a global pandemic are undoubtedly
unprecedented, but our community is no stranger
to overcoming obstacles.
LADD’s story of resilience began with the realization
that society expected a lot less of Sis than what
she could offer. At the time of LADD’s founding,
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This was years before the Americans with Disabilities
Act and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
were signed into law, and it prompted Peggy to try
and do something revolutionary.
“Everyone had always focused on what people with
disabilities couldn’t do, and my mother wanted to
start focusing on what people with disabilities could
do,” said Rodney Geier, Peggy’s son.
But to do that, something no one had done before,
people with disabilities and their families had to shift

their mindsets and their lifestyles. Individuals had to
learn what they were capable of in this new setting of
independent living and how to accomplish their own
goals, not those set by others. Families had to realize
their potential and, while empowering their loved
ones, take the difficult step to “let go.”
“Mom and dad were thinking out of the box. They
felt like if you could give people support to help
with some of the small things, there could be an
avenue for them to accomplish more by themselves,”
Rodney said. “But for anyone to be independent,
you can’t just say ‘okay, go be independent.’ All of
us have to learn how to do that. I think that’s what
LADD is great at doing – empowering people to
learn how to accomplish their own goals.”
That’s exactly what Sis has done over the past 45
years. She has lived in the same apartment – a “pink
palace” as she calls it – at LADD throughout the
years, but a lot has changed since moving in.
Sis Geier, served by LADD for 45 years
“I do everything by myself now,” she said.
“Like a rock star,” said her niece Emily Vollmer, who is
a LADD board member.
“Like a rock star!” Sis said in agreement.
She loves that she can be independent – like working
at Stepping Stones and playing her favorite music
whenever she wants – while living within a community,
just a few steps away from friends.

Peggy Geier, co-founder of LADD
Before making the move, Sis said daily life was tough
– she didn’t know what she could do on her own. But
as she began settling into her new apartment, she
learned daily tasks: putting together stylish outfits,
tying her shoes, combing her hair, making her bed
and doing her own laundry.
In the early days of living at LADD, staff helped
her more often to ease the transition. Now, she has
support when she needs it but is happy to do most
things on her own.

“I think what Sis as an individual and LADD as an
organization have accomplished definitely exceeded
the expectations my mother had,” Rodney said. “She
was looking for a place for Sis to fulfill her dream
of independence and being her own boss. Now, so
many others have that same experience.”
Today, LADD empowers more than 500 adults with
developmental disabilities to pursue their best life.
And we’re setting our sights high on what’s next: from
smart homes to enhanced health and wellness, and
coming out of a global pandemic stronger than ever.
It’s who we are and who we’ve always been: resilient.
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HEROES AMONG US

Shannice Clark delivers treats to Sarah Ernst at Find-A-Way Apartments on Memorial Day weekend
From LADD direct support professionals
(DSPs) to those we support working at essential
businesses, our people have been stepping up as
frontline heroes during the pandemic.
Just a few short months ago, if you had asked
D Steele, a LADD assistant coordinator, what
heroism looks like, he would have never mentioned
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throwing a drive-by birthday parade or sewing
masks. D certainly would not have pointed at
himself.
But today, while still fighting a global pandemic that
has ravaged communities and turned our world
upside down, that is exactly what heroism looks
like. LADD’s frontline employees have stepped up

with courage, led with compassion and innovated
with creativity to ensure the safety and wellbeing
of the people we support.
Their work caught the attention of Ohio Gov.
Mike DeWine early on, who hailed DSPs for their
commitment and critical role during the pandemic.
“They continue to show up,” he said during a press
briefing in March. “This is essential care… for
people to be able to get through each and every
day and have the best quality of life that is possible.
Thank you, each and every one of you, for that
work.”
With data showing that people with developmental
disabilities are contracting the virus at higher rates
than the rest of the population, the role of a DSP
is more crucial than ever, but it requires practicing
rigorous protocols to keep everyone safe. And
that is exactly what they have been doing for more
than four months.

LADD DSPs aren’t the only heroes among
us though. Several individuals supported by
LADD work at businesses deemed essential and
continued to show up and serve others when
many across the nation worked from home
or were forced to stop working altogether. At
various Kroger locations, David Tripathy, Lisa
Croog, Zach Leinbach and Katie Malott kept the
Cincinnati community fed and stocked on other
essentials. Austin Ross ensured vulnerable seniors
stayed safe and nourished through his work with
Meals on Wheels/Wesley Community Services.
At Ohio Living Llanfair, Jerry Herman and Tina
Bemerer also supported older adults. And Spencer
Duncan served up hot coffee to essential workers
at Dunkin Donuts. We are grateful to all frontline
workers in our community for their perseverance
and dedication through such challenging times.

A constant cycle of handwashing and disinfecting
has become part of their daily schedules. Wearing
a mask for the entirety of their shifts, a requirement
by LADD during the pandemic, is their new
normal. Even outside of work and following much
of society reopening, LADD DSPs understand
how their individual actions impact the entire
LADD community and the need to limit their own
interactions in public.
As focused as they are on safety, DSPs remain
dedicated to providing support and engagement
opportunities to people at the same time. Pivoting
quickly to develop new programming for people
at home, staff launched gardens, crafting activities,
book clubs and more. They learned new technology
to connect virtually, ensuring that people stay in
touch with other LADD staff, providers, family
and friends. DSPs have also championed health
and wellness – not only virus prevention, but also
fitness and mental health – through daily walks,
home workouts and more.
“Our DSPs have raised the bar for what it means to
be a LADD employee,” said LADD CEO Susan
Brownknight. “They have demonstrated both grit
and grace during these uncertain times that make
us all proud to be part of this community.”

Austin Ross
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CREATING BRIGHTER
DAYS

Kenny Gossett, Brian Rohling,
Daniel Hunt and Neil Dignan
show what they have been up to
while staying at home and some
activities they received in their
Brighter Days Boxes.
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Local volunteers launch effort to spread joy and
remind adults with disabilities we’re #InThisTogether.

When a basket full of puzzles, games and craft
supplies was delivered to Carrie on Easter weekend,
she was overjoyed. Like all of us, she was used to
engaging with so many in her community and was
adjusting to a new normal. But that seemingly
small gesture of kindness had a huge impact on
Carrie. Knowing her community was missing her as
much as she was missing them, plus new things to
do at home, brought comfort and hope.
Soon after, her direct support staff were surprised
with gift cards to local restaurants and rolls of
scarce toilet paper to take home — a token of
appreciation for their work on the frontlines of a
global pandemic.
Those acts of generosity were spurred by LADD
board members Kim Vincent and Terri Hogan,
who understood how difficult this “new normal”
could be for our community with broken routines,

upsetting news reports and little contact with
friends, family and neighbors. So, they stepped
up to say, “We’re here for you.” The two began
raising money and donating supplies for wellbeing
bundles, full of items that would bring joy and
provide more interactive engagement at home.
Soon, other board members, Facebook friends,
neighbors and local community members were
part of the Brighter Days Box campaign.
Just a week later, each person supported by LADD
began receiving a Brighter Days Box. Depending
on their interests, they received games, activity
books, puzzles, crafting kits and gardening supplies
from local businesses.
“LADD is and will always be about community,”
said LADD CEO Susan Brownknight. “Although
we haven’t been able to connect in person with
the larger community like we’re used to, we can
still unite around efforts like this. Thank you to all
those who have helped create brighter days for
LADD.”

Beth Wayman and Susie Prigan enjoy
the games and activity books they
received in a Brighter Days Box.

LADD board member Kim Vincent
after a shopping trip to Joseph-Beth
Booksellers for Brighter Days Boxes.

Volunteer Anna Sherwood
delivers a Brighter Days Box.
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The Heidt Smart Living Home is under construction
and scheduled to be complete by the end of summer.
The future of community living for people with disabilities. Forging ahead with a new model.
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought with it challenges many of us have never faced before. It has certainly challenged
the LADD team to rethink how we safely deliver support in an age of social distancing and virtual connection. Thankfully,
we have been thinking along similar lines for some time, asking ourselves, “How do we provide an affordable service
model to Ohio’s middle-class families that is safe and empowers adults with developmental disabilities to live
independently?” That question is perhaps even more timely today as COVID-19 threatens the health and safety of
people living in congregate settings.
The answer: our Forever, Home initiative. It’s a vision to improve the quality of life for adults with developmental
disabilities and address the growing demand for resources in Ohio. Despite the many obstacles our community has
faced over the last few months, LADD is making this vision a reality.
The Heidt Smart Living Home will be complete in September 2020, with four men moving in that month. This summer,
the roommates are completing neighborhood mapping and technology training through virtual meetings. Their new
home will be equipped with smart technology across the board – from smart kitchen appliances ensuring safe cooking
and medicine administration to integrated video screens with verbal assistants.
In addition, LADD was invited to present this pilot before two (virtual) national audiences. The reception has been
overwhelmingly positive. We received more than 200 inquiries from around the country asking to learn more and
access Xavier University Occupational Therapy Program’s research on the impact this technology has on people’s lives.
The Heidt Smart Living Home will be the fourth home completed through LADD’s Forever, Home initiative. Through
the incredible support of the Greater Cincinnati community, LADD has raised over $3.1 million toward the project
goal of $3.6 million and we continue to fundraise for the purchase of two additional homes. We are so grateful for your
support and investment in this project. It is because of you that LADD is able to deliver impact, transform lives and
empower those we support.
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LADD is a Cincinnati Business Courier 2020
Innovation & Technology Award Winner
“Best Device Application”

Matt Chaffin, Drew Jones, Jim Fox, Dan Jones

“I’m beyond excited to move into the smart
home in September. I can’t wait to see what
the technology in the house can do. Plus, I’m
super excited to be in that neighborhood,
closer to mom and dad and my home church.”
- Matt Chaffin, future resident of Heidt Smart Living Home
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THE FUTURE OF COMMUNITY LIVING FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Renderings of the Heidt Smart Living Home features, including cutting-edge technology
in the kitchen, bathrooms, bedrooms and sensory room.
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TRANSFORMATION IN
				TURBULENT TIMES

People supported by LADD and employees show off their favorite hats on LADD Live, a virtual event taking place each weekday.
With innovation and determination, distance doesn’t
always mean disconnected
As with most gatherings, LADD events and programming
were cancelled or postponed starting in mid-March due to
COVID-19. As an organization that aims to connect adults
with developmental disabilities to their community, this
seemed almost antithetical to our mission. No more Fit For
Life classes? What about Independent Resident Council
meetings? No Taking Flight Awards Dinner or Flying Pig
Marathon?
But thanks to an investment in technology, made possible
by LADD supporters over several years, distance didn’t
necessarily mean we were disconnected. A new LADD
Live event on Zoom, a virtual meeting platform, has
brought dozens of individuals supported, staff members
and community guests together. From painting tutorials to
book clubs, a new activity or discussion takes place each
week day and reminds us all we are just one click away
from connecting with our community. The Independent
Resident Council continues to meet virtually every week
and helps decide activities for LADD Live.
When it comes to health and wellness, we’re not only
focused on keeping the virus out of our community. We’re
also working to bring fitness and healthy habits into the
lives of each individual we support. LADD’s Fit For Life
classes moved to Zoom and have offered a much-needed
opportunity to get up and moving in workouts tailored to

all abilities with minimal equipment.
During our recent Quaranteam Fitness Challenge,
participants logged in to virtual classes, walked, ran,
rolled, biked, balled and lifted every day. Around
100 individuals supported by LADD and employees
completed 30 minutes of exercise each day or a 5K
throughout a one-week period. While many completed
the challenge alone or with roommates, working toward
a collective goal and sharing our daily successes virtually
provided a strong sense of unity across our entire
community.
Beyond the numerous
ways
LADD
has
been offering virtual
programming, individuals
have
also
been
livestreaming
worship
services, seeing family
and friends through
FaceTime and going on
virtual tours and trips to
landmarks around the
world. While it’s not the
same as hosting in-person
Daniel Hunt and Brian Rohling
events, we’re thankful for
the sense of connection
fostered through virtual experiences.
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Zach Leinbach and Sam McCloy

A

Spr i n g

Aaron Brundage
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Marc Fried, Matthew Bentley,
Kathleen Sheil, Margot Wayne

S P EN T I N

It was not an easy spring for LADD community members spending
their time at home with new routines and away from work, hobbies,
friends and family. But this is what resilience looks like. Choosing to
connect, get moving and spark creativity despite the uncertainty.

Kenny Gossett, Marquita Jones, Daniel Hunt,
Neil Dignan, Brian Rohling

Sarran Hoffman

Kyle Voorhees

Qu a r a n t i n e

Tina Duwel

Margot Wayne

Carrie Hogshead
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Marc Fried

John Roach
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Kenny Gossett

Gargi Patel
Brian Rohling
Gena Wade, Jason Bodle, Erica Sanks, Chrissy Hall
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Roommates from Zig Zag
House and Edwards House

Don Cameron and Tracy Mosby

Celebrating
FEBRUARY

25-28

2021
CINCINNATI

otrﬁlmfest.org

presented by
#OTRFilmFest

 OTRFilmFest

 @OTRFilmFest

WIN A CAR!
2020 TOYOTA SUPRA

2020 CHEVROLET CORVETTE

GRAND PRIZE DRAWING

Bonus Drawings!

NOV 19, 2020

(2 PER WEEK FOR 11 WEEKS!)

PER TICKET

$500 x 22

Bonus drawings are each Tuesday and Thursday at
2:00pm EST beginning September 3, 2020 and ending
November 17, 2020. To qualify, you must enter by 1pm
EST the day of the drawing.

F O U N D AT I O N

$100

B

THE RULES HAVE CHANGED...
People with disabilities can
now save and invest without
losing government beneﬁts
such as Medicaid or SSI.

2020 BMW 4 SERIES

or choose CASH OPTION of up to $50,000!
PLUS... MORE CHANCES TO WIN!

Saul Schottenstein

@OTRFilmFest

2020 FALL BENEFIT RAFFLE

founded by

Nationwide enrollment for
individuals with disabilities
Tax-free savings plan for
disability-related expenses
Save and invest without
losing needs-based
beneﬁts

Only 1500 tickets available

ENTER EARLY!

Easy TO ENTER:
ONLINE:

TOLL FREE:

at www.laddinc.org

Monday through Friday,
8:00am to 5:00pm EST

Secure ticket purchase

1-877-861-5233

stableaccount.com
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While we couldn’t participate in the
Flying Pig Run, Walk and Roll this year, we
had our own week-long health and wellness
challenge with 100 people participating.

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

EUKLES
wealth management

Independence Powered by LPL Financial

FOR THE LONG RUN

west chester, ohio

www.schultile.com
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2019

Mar gare t B. Ge ier Socie ty
TEESE LEVEL $20,000+
Jeffrey B. Geier & Kathy Weber
Mrs. Phillip O. Geier
Oliver Family Foundation
Eric B. Yeiser Family Foundation

LEBLOND LEVEL $10,000-$19,999
Vallie & Rodney Geier

MCLAURIN LEVEL $5,000-$9,999

Dina & Gary Gruber
Helen & Brian Heekin
Mrs. Ronald Koetters
Carl & Martha Lindner
Dr. and Mrs. William J. Martin II
Ginger & David Warner

ROBINSON LEVEL $2,500-$4,999
Mr. Stephen Bullock
Lissa & Mike Cambron
John Lanier & Jane Garvey
Susan & Jeff Harris
Sara & David Osborn
Mr. Andrew Showe

A.T. Folger Jr. Lowe
Simpson Fund of The
Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Arleigh & Ron Tysoe
Linda & Jeffrey Wyler
Jeff Wysel & Caren Theuring

LILLIARD LEVEL $1,000-$2,499
Dulany & Robert Anning
Kathy & Bill Bahl
Eileen & John Barrett
Beth & Doug Brendamour
Helen & Andrew Brennan
Susan & Jason Brownknight
Keith Bryan
Castellini Foundation
Mr. Carl Clippinger
Amy & Andrew DeWitt
Mr. James Connaughton
Contemporary Cabinetry East
Sharon & Tony Esposito
Betsy & Mark Everingham
Megan & Robert Faircloth
Ms. Ann Fedorchak and Mr. Brennan Haselton

Susan & Ken Feinthel
Vere & Susan Gaynor
Amy & Philip O. Geier III
Elisa & Edward S. Geier
Emily & Peter S. Geier
Sara & Richard Geier
Mr. John B. Goering
Charlotte & Robert Goering
Aaron Haslam & Chrissey Barrett Haslam
Chris & Trey Heekin
Gigi & Chip Heidt
Emmy & Tony Hobson
Mrs. Terri Hogan
Mr. Hugh H. Hoffman
Melanie & Doug Hynden
Amy & George Joseph

Laurie & Robert Jung
Susan & Kip Kerr
Kush Kotecha & Dina De Zoysa
Cindy & David Krall
Denise & John Kuprionis
Dan & Ellen LeBlond
Courtney & Keith Lindner
Deborah & Bruce Long
Molly Lyons
Pat Mathews
Christy & James McCarthy
Mary & Michael McGraw
Elizabeth & Harrison Mullin
Karen & David O'Maley
Mary Ann & Bob Roncker
Skyline Chili

Peter & Sandy Stern
Andrew & Katie Stone
Mrs. Elizabeth Stone
George Tapke & Ann Ghory
Rachel & Paul Thienprayoon
G. Richard & Jane S. Thomas Foundation
Julie & George Thomas
Kim & George Vincent
Bebe & Philip Vollmer
Lynne & Stephen Vollmer
Judy & Joesph Williams
Willow Hill Foundation
Alison & Jim Zimmerman
Rania & Robert Zimmerman
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CELEBRATING

45 YEARS OF

EMPOWERING
ADULTS WITH
DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES TO

live, work
and connect.
Barbara Taylor

